INTRODUCTION
============

Oogenesis terminates with meiosis I and II, two successive divisions without intervening DNA replication, leading to the formation of a haploid female gamete, the oocyte. During meiosis I, half of the DNA content is ejected into the first polar body after a reductional division segregating homologous chromosomes. Meiosis II is an equational division resembling mitosis, allowing the separation of sister chromatids in the second polar body. Importantly, oocyte formation is highly prone to chromosome segregation errors, specifically in humans, that can be responsible for spontaneous abortions and chromosomal defects ([@B64]).

One key characteristic of most oocytes is that they lack centrioles ([@B76]; [@B53]), essential elements of centrosomes. Centrosomes are the main microtubule-organizing centers of mitotic cells. They nucleate and organize mitotic spindles, which orchestrate chromosome alignment and segregation. This lack of canonical centrosomes in oocytes imposes peculiar modes of spindle morphogenesis that could contribute to the susceptibility of the female gamete to producing errors in chromosome segregation ([@B21]; [@B58]). Meiosis I, in particular, is more error-prone than meiosis II ([@B64]), even if the opposite can be true in older mothers ([@B34]). Meiosis I spindle morphogenesis relies on an inside-out mode of assembly, first promoting the nucleation of microtubules around chromatin and then defining the spindle poles ([@B32]; [@B20]; [@B73]; [@B5]). Hence, meiotic spindle bipolarity is not predefined by the positions of the two centrosomes on opposite sides of the nucleus, as in mitosis, but instead is progressively established. Bipolarization can take ∼4 h in the mouse; in comparison, the entire process of mitosis lasts approximately 1 h in most cells. Moreover, in the mouse, proper spindle assembly requires the sorting and clustering of multiple acentriolar microtubule-organizing centers (aMTOCs) composed mostly of pericentriolar material at each spindle pole ([@B73]; [@B5]; [@B44]). As a result, meiotic spindle poles appear less robust, being anchored not into unique and well-defined centrosomes but into discrete aggregates of aMTOCs, whose final shape varies considerably from one meiotic spindle to the other. In some species, such as *Drosophila*, nematodes, *Xenopus*, and even humans, microtubules at spindle poles are not even connected or anchored to detectable aMTOCs ([@B25]; [@B26]; [@B74]; [@B16]; [@B35]). However, despite these differences, spindle assembly is overall comparable between oocytes of different species ([@B2]).

In mouse oocytes at meiosis I entry and following nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD), microtubules are first nucleated and stabilized around chromatin, forming a so-called microtubule ball ([@B73]; [@B43]). They are then progressively organized into a central array by microtubule motors and microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), which sort and orient them, leading to a slowly established bipolar structure ([@B79]; [@B20]; [@B8]; [@B23]; [@B5]; [@B44]). Concomitantly, chromosomes undergo a first phase of "individualization" after nuclear envelope fragmentation, during which they are moved toward the periphery of the forming microtubule ball, increasing their relative distances from each other ([@B43]). They are then gathered toward the center of the bipolarized spindle before being separated into two equal halves at anaphase I ([@B58]). Strikingly, skipping the microtubule-ball stage by a slight overexpression of a minus end--directed motor HSET (kinesin 14) results in precocious spindle bipolarization and increased chromosome misalignment, leading to segregation errors ([@B3]). However, overexpression of HSET after spindle bipolarization does not affect spindle morphology nor chromosome alignment ([@B3]), suggesting that errors in chromosome alignment and segregation specifically arise from defects accumulated during the early steps of spindle assembly. Remarkably, the system is very sensitive to the quantity of available HSET: upon inhibition, spindles do not bipolarize or do so with a substantial delay ([@B56]; [@B3]). In contrast, slight overexpression of HSET (1.6-fold) accelerates bipolarization, leading to longer spindles, while higher doses of HSET trigger the formation of monopolar asters. Other perturbations can induce delayed spindle bipolarization, affecting the duration of the microtubule-ball stage, also resulting in an increase in misaligned chromosomes and in aneuploidy (e.g., pericentrin depletion, [@B1]; NuMA perturbation, [@B44]). However, in these genetic studies, it was not established whether observed aneuploidies were solely due to the perturbation of early stages of spindle assembly. Indeed, depletion or overexpression of proteins involved in meiosis spindle assembly affects not only the timing of spindle bipolarization (accelerated or delayed) but also spindle morphology and thus the repartition of chromosomes along the spindle (for review see [@B2]). Thus, the contribution of early chromosome individualization at the microtubule-ball stage to correcting chromosome alignment and ensuing segregation remains an open question. A role for chromosome individualization could be to separate physically the chromosomes, facilitating their proper capture by microtubules. Alternatively, it could contribute to temporal control to coordinate with the synthesis of components essential for spindle assembly.

Addressing these questions experimentally is challenging, and thus meiotic spindle formation is not yet fully characterized. Previous in silico investigations have described meiotic spindle bipolarization, especially the interplay between minus end-- and plus end--directed sliding/clustering of microtubules (MTs; [@B72]; [@B9]; [@B50]; [@B15]). Most models did not consider MTs' dynamic instability, focusing on "sorting" of MTs into two poles by the different proteins. However, in meiotic spindles, MT growth is often much faster than motor-­mediated displacements, also called poleward flux ([@B49]; [@B39]; [@B23]; [@B5]; [@B67]; [@B6]; [@B68]). Thus, it is essential to include MT dynamics in models of meiotic spindle formation. Numerical simulations, integrating MT dynamics, reproduced the main features of microtubule movements and dynamics within the *Xenopus* meiotic spindle, and thus realistic spindle organization along its long axis ([@B50]). However, in this study, MT alignment was imposed at the beginning of the simulation and an oriented and fixed DNA plate was fixed in the middle of the structure. As a result, this model, while very interesting for studying the metaphase steady state, is not informative on the contribution of early steps, in particular the microtubule ball and its transition toward a bipolar structure. Furthermore, the impact of these early stages on the distribution of chromosomes has never been addressed in silico so far.

We hence developed numerical simulations of early stages of spindle assembly integrating the activity of plus end-- and minus end--directed motors. We included a more complex description of MT nucleation, considering MT dynamics, chromosome motion, and the contribution of aMTOCs. A first simplified model reproduced different spindle morphologies that were observed by varying HSET levels. It allowed us to explore the sensitivity of spindle assembly and chromosome repartition to the balance of plus end-- and minus end--directed motors. To further characterize chromosome motion during spindle assembly and identify perturbations in chromosomal distribution, we extended the first model to include other ingredients necessary to this process. We tested the effect of each component of the model on spindle morphology by varying its concentration and compared the simulated results with corresponding experimental observations whenever these were available. When experimental observations were not available to our knowledge, simulations offered a prediction of the response to the perturbation. Eventually, we quantified chromosome individualization in our simulations and highlighted the conditions for increasing or decreasing it, suggesting experiments that could bring new insights into this process.

RESULTS
=======

We developed our model with the open source software Cytosim ([@B66]). Cytosim is a very flexible agent-based cytoskeleton simulation engine following Langevin dynamics (see *Materials and Methods*). We first aimed at identifying the minimal necessary components of the system that would collectively generate the desired behavior in a simulation, given their identified properties. We specifically focused on explaining the tight regulation of spindle assembly by HSET ([@B3]). With this in mind, we identified from the literature (reviewed in [@B55]; Mogessie, Scheffler*,* and Schuh, 2018) the components that seemed essential to our model ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Supplemental Materials): 1) explicit dynamics of all MTs, 2) Ran-mediated MT nucleation around mobile chromosomes, 3) MT-nucleating aMTOCs, 4) the plus end--directed kinesin 5 (Eg5), and 5) the minus end--directed kinesin 14 (HSET). Microtubules are modeled following the two-state dynamic instability model ([@B59]): they can grow, undergo catastrophes, and then shrink until they disappear (see *Materials and Methods* and Supplemental Materials). Steric interactions between microtubules were added to account for soft-core repulsion, as well as for the various cross-linkers, steric attraction, and crowding agents ([@B31]), similarly to previous models ([@B50]; [@B47]). Their effect is to align neighboring microtubules and minimize spatial overlaps. For computational efficiency, we simulated a significantly smaller system than the experimental one (fewer microtubules, chromosomes, aMTOCs, ...) and consequently for much shorter times (see *Materials and Methods* for a discussion of this specific point). This allowed a qualitative study that incurred acceptable computation time and memory. Additional description of the implementation of those components, in particular the list of parameters and their sources, is given in the Supplemental Materials.

![HSET concentration impacts early stages of spindle assembly. (A) Snapshots of a simulation without motors (only MT dynamics and nucleation). (B) Snapshots of a simulation with HSET and Eg5 entities. (C) Analysis of the simulated spindles: schematic description of the measures used (left) to analyze multiple simulations (see *Materials and Methods*): evolution over time of the spindle aspect ratio (first graph), of spindle length (second graph), of aMTOCs position (third graph), and of DNA position (last graph). Each line represents an individual simulation. (D) Variation of the quantity of simulated HSET and its effect on spindle features. (Left) Snapshots of the simulations when HSET is inhibited (HSET-, top), overexpressed (∼3 times more, HSET+, middle), and highly overexpressed (∼8 times more, HSET++, bottom). (Right) Final values (at *t* = 900 s) of the spindle features (aspect ratio, top left; spindle length, top right; aMTOC position, bottom left; DNA position, bottom right) in 15 simulations for each of the 4 HSET quantities (HSET-, Ctrl, HSET+, HSET++). Microtubules are green, DNA beads mimicking chromosomes blue, aMTOCs red, HSET orange, and Eg5 dark yellow. Scale bar is 2 µm. For quantification, spindle shapes are fitted with ellipses (see *Materials and Methods*) represented in black.](mbc-30-863-g001){#F1}

Simulations reproduce spindle assembly for a wide range of HSET concentrations
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initially, we placed chromosomes, modeled as beads ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blue), randomly in a disk inside a circle of aMTOCs, modeled as small asters ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, red), corresponding to time points right after NEBD when chromosomes are condensed in the cytoplasm, surrounded by aMTOCs. Microtubule nucleation is then triggered around the DNA beads (Supplemental Materials), mimicking the activity of gamma-tubulin and other nucleators activated by the Ran-GTP gradient ([@B41]; [@B38]; [@B20]; [@B45]). With nucleation only, the forming microtubule mass around the chromosomes pushed them apart and individualized them, while the aMTOCs stayed out of the MT mass ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To trigger correct spindle assembly, we then added the key molecular motors, the kinesin Eg5 and its antagonist kinesin HSET (Supplemental Materials). All the HSET motors were added from the beginning of the simulation, while Eg5 was only progressively activated (see discussion and measurements in Supplemental Materials, Section 4). Indeed, levels of several spindle assembly factors increase progressively during meiosis, including Eg5 ([@B8]; [@B5]; [@B3]) and early stages have been proposed to be dominated by minus-end motors ([@B73]; [@B43]). We thus assumed that HSET is efficient immediately after NEBD ([@B3]). With this setup, microtubules assembled into a ball, pushing the chromosome beads apart toward the periphery, and the aMTOCs converged toward the microtubule-ball surface ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S1). To characterize the simulated spindle morphologies, we fitted an ellipse around the majority of the microtubule mass and measured its length and aspect ratio (AR: width-to-length ratio, [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; *Materials and Methods*). We also characterized the position *d* of aMTOCs and chromosomes relative to the spindle. For this, we measured the semimajor axis *a'* of the ellipse that contained the object of interest (aMTOCs or chromosomes) and had the same aspect ratio as the ellipse that fits the spindle. We further defined the relative position *d* as the ratio of the semimajor axis of the object's ellipse *a'* to the semimajor axis of the ellipse fitting the spindle *a* ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). If *d* is close to 0, the aMTOCs/chromosomes are close to the spindle center. This gave a measure of how far inside the spindle the aMTOCs or chromosomes were distributed, and could be compared in spindles of different shapes. The evolution of these measures over time during the simulation reflected the formation of the microtubule ball ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with DNA individualization and aMTOC clustering, consistent with experimental behavior ([@B73]). Eventually, we altered the quantity of HSET in the simulation to test whether this simple model was sufficient to reproduce the drastic consequences of HSET perturbations on early spindle morphology. As experimentally observed ([@B3]), the microtubule ball could still form upon inhibition of HSET (HSET-), while when HSET was overexpressed (∼3 times the level of the endogenous protein, HSET+), an elongated spindle with spread chromosomes formed ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S2). Higher overexpression (HSET++) led to a monopolar spindle (aster) with aMTOCs in the center and DNA at the periphery ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in spindle length under conditions of overexpressed HSET was mainly due to excessive sliding caused by the motor. In addition, greater spreading of DNA beads along the spindle axis would trigger MTs nucleation away from the center, also leading to an increase in length. In conclusion, our first simplified model reproduced different spindle morphologies that were obtained by varying HSET levels experimentally.

###### Video S1

Simulation of early meiotic spindle assembly, simplified model. Default simulation with the first model (left). Same simulation, showing also HSET (orange) and Eg5 (yellow) bound to MTs (right). Microtubules are in green, DNA beads in blue, aMTOCs in red, total time is 900 s.

Video S1

###### Video S2

Variation of HSET quantity, simplified model. Simulations with inhibited HSET (HSET-, left), normal level (Ctrl, middle) and over-expressed level (HSET+, right). Microtubules are in green, DNA beads in blue, aMTOCs in red, total time is 900 s.

Video S2

The balance between plus-end and minus-end motors, but also microtubule nucleation, determines early spindle morphologies
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although previous models with static nucleation or static MTs ([@B75]; [@B72]; [@B9]; [@B15]) could not explain this change in spindle length, they highlighted the importance of the balance between plus end-- and minus end--directed forces for producing different spindle morphologies ([@B63]; [@B75]; [@B60]; [@B72]; [@B9]; [@B33]; [@B17]). Thus, we next varied the quantity of both HSET and Eg5 in the simulation ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with these previous models and experimental observations ([@B63]; [@B60]; [@B33]; [@B17]), the system self-organized into one of four different morphologies. When both motors were in low quantities, MTs nucleation and dynamics ruled the network ([@B60]), and the microtubules formed a ball with poor chromosome individualization ([Figure 1, A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). When HSET dominated, a monopolar aster formed, presenting the majority of MT minus ends and aMTOCs clustered in the center ([Figure 2, A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, first column, and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). When Eg5 dominated, the spindle formed an inverted aster (anti-aster) with the DNA clustered in the center and aMTOCs in the periphery ([Figure 2, A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, second column, and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For an intermediate range of Eg5 and HSET concentrations, when there is no clear dominance by any of the motors, a "functional" spindle (not collapsing to an aster) could form (area between dashed lines, [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The microtubule ball formed, with chromosomes at the periphery and aMTOCs inside ([Figure 2, A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, third column, and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Eventually, a slight increase of HSET activity from these equilibrated conditions provoked the elongation of the system, concomitant with chromosome spreading ([Figure 2, A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, fourth column, and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![A window of balanced HSET and Eg5 quantities promotes spindle elongation. (A) Final snapshots of simulations with varying amounts of HSET and Eg5. From left to right: high levels of HSET with low levels of Eg5 (HSET++ Eg5-, left); low levels of HSET with high levels of Eg5 (HSET- Eg5++); normal HSET and Eg5 levels (HSET∼ Eg5∼, Ctrl); high levels of HSET and normal levels of Eg5 (HSET+ Eg5∼, right). Four different morphologies can be identified: 1) aster with aMTOCs clustered in the center, represented by a gray aster with a red dot at the center; 2) inverted aster with DNA clustered toward the center, represented by a gray aster with a blue dot at the center; 3) microtubule ball represented as a gray ellipse (aspect ratio \>0.75); and 4) elongated spindle represented as a darker ellipse (aspect ratio \<0.75). Ellipses were represented with an aspect ratio and length scaled to their measured values. Microtubules are green, DNA blue, aMTOCs red, HSET orange, and Eg5 dark yellow. Scale bar is 2 µm and the black ellipses represent the fitted spindle ellipse. (B) Spindle morphologies at *t* = 900 s according to the respective amounts of simulated HSET and Eg5. Dashed lines (arbitrarily drawn) delimit the regime in which the microtubule structures do not collapse, thus leading to a "functional" spindle.](mbc-30-863-g002){#F2}

While capturing the main spindle assembly behavior, even the best-organized systems were poorly elongated, having an aspect ratio above 0.6, while experimental ratios were measured around 0.3--0.4 ([@B3]). Simulated microtubule balls were also quite loose networks. Moreover, this initial model did not make it possible to explore a wide range of conditions that would interfere with chromosome individualization. Therefore, we decided to add essential spindle features such as anti-parallel fibers present around chromosomes and stabilized by HURP (or PRC1)-like proteins ([@B71]; [@B4]; [@B5]) and minus-end clustering by NuMA/dynein complexes ([@B14]; [@B44]). Differences in MT stability along the spindle were indeed shown to have a major effect on mitotic and meiotic spindle assembly ([@B81]; [@B62]; [@B30]; [@B50]).

Previous conclusions were modestly affected by the addition of new components
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A second model was simulated, with entities to mimic HURP activity. They are active only around chromosome beads, bind to anti-parallel MTs, and protect the MTs against plus-end depolymerization by decreasing their catastrophe rate (see the Supplemental Materials). As HURP and other plus-end clustering proteins are thought to be brought toward MT plus ends by kinesin 5, they were progressively activated in the simulation, like Eg5 in our model. NuMA-mediated minus-end clustering was modeled by minus-end binding complexes (see the Supplemental Materials) that also had a slight depolymerizing effect on the bound minus end (MCAK-like proteins; [@B78]; [@B18]; [@B24]; [@B36]). This extended model produced tighter spindle architectures ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S3) and more pronounced spindle elongation upon HSET overexpression ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S4). Importantly, we still obtained the same four morphologies according to the Eg5/HSET balance, but the spindles were more elongated ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S5; aspect ratio could now be below 0.5). Interestingly, anti-asters were less common, even at higher levels of Eg5. This is due to MT stabilization around chromosomes, which prevents tight chromosome grouping in the center (Supplemental Movie S5). Moreover, spindle length was now affected by plus-end stabilization and minus-end depolymerization. Overall, the extended model, like the simpler one, agreed with previous studies on the necessity to balance plus-end and minus-end motors, but also brought new insights into the importance of MT dynamics/nucleation and of chromosome motility in determining spindle morphology.

![Refinement of spindle morphologies regimes according to HSET and Eg5 concentrations with the extended model. (A) Snapshots of a simulation with default parameter values (Ctrl) with the new extended model. (B) Variation of HSET amounts. (Top) Final snapshot of simulations with varying HSET concentration: with HSET inhibited (HSET-, left), overexpressed (HSET+, middle), and highly overexpressed (HSET++, right). (Bottom) Measures of spindle features (aspect ratio, first column; spindle length, second column; aMTOCs position, third column; DNA position, last column), defined as explained in [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, at the end time point (900 s) for repeated simulations for each HSET quantity (inhibition, Ctrl, overexpression, high overexpression). (C) Balance between HSET and Eg5 concentrations. (Left) Final snapshots for varying quantities of HSET and Eg5: HSET inhibition and Eg5 highly overexpressed (HSET- Eg5++, top left); HSET highly overexpressed and Eg5 inhibited (HSET++ Eg5-, top right); HSET and Eg5 default values (HSET∼ Eg5∼, bottom left); HSET overexpressed and Eg5 default value (HSET+ Eg5∼, bottom right). As in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, four different morphologies are determined: 1) aster with aMTOCs clustered in the center represented by a gray aster with a red dot at the center, 2) inverted aster with DNA clustered toward the center represented by a gray aster with a blue dot at the center, 3) microtubule ball represented as a gray ellipse (aspect ratio \> 0.5), and 4) elongated spindle represented as a darker ellipse (aspect ratio \< 0.5). Ellipses were plotted with an aspect ratio and length scaled to their measured values. (Right) Final spindle morphologies (at *t* = 900 s) according to the quantity of simulated HSET and Eg5. Microtubules are green, DNA blue, aMTOCs red, HSET orange, Eg5 dark yellow, NuMA purple, and HURP brown. Scale bar is 2 µm. For quantification, spindle shapes are fitted with ellipses (see *Materials and Methods*) represented in black.](mbc-30-863-g003){#F3}

###### Video S3

Simulation of early meiotic spindle assembly, extended model. Default simulation with the second model (left). Same simulation, showing also NuMA (purple) and HURP (brown) bound to MTs (right). Microtubules are in green, DNA beads in blue, aMTOCs in red, total time is 900 s.

Video S3

###### Video S4

HSET over-expression elongates the spindle, extended model. Simulations with normal level of HSET (Ctrl, left) and with HSET over-expressed (HSET+, right).

Video S4

###### Video S5

Different morphologies of the system, extended model. (1st column) inverted aster (Eg5+, HSET-), (2nd) MT-ball (Ctrl values), (3rd) elongated spindle (HSET+), (4th) aster (HSET++). Microtubules are in green, DNA beads in blue, aMTOCs in red, total time is 900 s.

Video S5

Simulations robustly reproduce experimental perturbations of early stages of meiotic spindle assembly
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our second objective was to study the extent of chromosome individualization under different conditions and predict spindle phenotypes. Chromosome individualization is indeed an intriguing step of early meiotic spindle assembly, during which chromosomes are moved toward the periphery of the microtubule ball and separated from each other ([@B43]) before congressing toward the spindle center. We thus confronted the model with available experimental observations (consisting of inhibition or overexpression of various proteins). As we focused on mouse oocyte meiosis I spindle early assembly (between ∼0 and 1.5 h), we limited our comparison to experiments performed in this time frame. Depending on the studies, we collected data from the literature on either spindle shape, aMTOCs position, chromosome position, spindle length, or area or microtubule density. We combined the last three measures into one single measure of "spindle size." In the majority of cases, the literature provided us with only a qualitative idea of these features. To compare those results, we classified the numerical output of the simulations in global phenotypes, similar to experimental data ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, we considered that simulation behavior was in agreement (green check mark) when the measured value of spindle aspect ratio, aMTOC position, or chromosome position was correspondingly above or below our arbitrary fixed threshold of 0.5 (50%). For spindle size, we considered the behavior as correct if the trend of change (increase, decrease, or unchanged) was similar.

###### 

Perturbation effe5 cts on spindle features.

  --
  --

For each perturbation, experimental observations are given when known (top rows) with below the average values of around 15 simulations (italic text). Refs: \[1\] [@B3]; \[2\] [@B73]; \[3\] [@B10]; \[4\] [@B82]; \[5\] [@B1]; \[6\] [@B51]; \[7\] [@B54]; \[8\] [@B43]; \[9\] [@B85]; \[10\] [@B44]; \[11\] [@B52]; \[12\] [@B5]; \[13\] [@B83].

A stands for area, L for length, and I for intensity.

Overall, we used experimental data obtained for 12 different perturbations, and predicted the phenotype for eight additional perturbations. The aspect ratio, aMTOC positions, and chromosome positions were correctly simulated under all 12 conditions. The variation in the size of the system agreed with experimental measurements for all tested conditions except one: NuMA inhibition ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, red cross). This difference could be explained by the fact that these experiments were conducted on oocytes expressing a nonfunctional form of NuMA (deleted for its microtubule binding domain; [@B44]) and spindle size was already different at NEBD, whereas the simulations were performed in the total absence of NuMA. Nonetheless, this difference might reflect the sensitivity of the system to size: a lot of different factors influence microtubule dynamics, and thus spindle size, and knowledge of those factors and precise effects is still limited. Reassured that the simulations could give a valid prediction of spindle organization, we used them to predict spindle morphologies under other perturbations that have not yet been reported in mouse oocytes ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and Supplemental Movie S6).

###### 

Simulation predictions of perturbations.

  Condition    Spindle shape           DNA position    aMTOCs position   Effect on size
  ------------ ----------------------- --------------- ----------------- ----------------
  HURP+        0.8 (ball)              0.5 (center)    1.65 (periph)     I unchanged
  NuMA+        0.75 (ball)             0.55 (periph)   1.35 (periph)     --10%A
  Eg5+         0.8 (ball)              0.5 (center)    1.5 (periph)      A unchanged
  Early Eg5    0.9 (inverted aster)    0.45 (center)   1.9 (periph)      +5%A
  MT stab+     0.75 (ball)             0.6 (periph)    1 (periph)        +25%A
  MT stab-     0.7 (ball)              0.6 (periph)    1.5 (periph)      --20%A
  HSET-NuMA-   0.9 (inverted aster)    0.4 (center)    2 (periph)        --15%L
  Early Eg5+   0.95 (inverted aster)   0.45 (center)   2.15 (periph)     --10%L

For each perturbation, average values of around 15 simulations are given.

A stands for area and L for length.

###### Video S6

Simulation predictions of perturbations with the extended model. Examples of predicted perturbations : (Left) Early Eg5, (Middle) HURP+ and (Right) Mtstab+. Microtubules are in green, DNA beads in blue, aMTOCs in red, total time is 900 s.

Video S6

Importance of minus end--directed forces in chromosome individualization
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We found only three conditions under which chromosomes were not pushed toward the spindle periphery, but remained close to the center (position *d* ≤ 0.5): expression of Eg5 directly from NEBD (Supplemental Movie S6), double inhibition of HSET and NuMA, and early overexpression of Eg5 ([Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). This strongly suggested, that, as proposed by previous work, early stages of spindle assembly have to be dominated by minus-end forces for efficient chromosome individualization to take place. To further characterize how chromosome individualization was affected by initial conditions, we averaged the distances between chromosome in simulations and followed their evolution over time ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When HSET was inhibited, DNA beads were first pushed apart by microtubule polymerization and then were brought back toward the center when Eg5 activity was high enough ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, first graph, and Supplemental Movie S7). When HSET was present at a control concentration, the efficiency of individualization was increased, notably during the first half of simulations, during which most of the individualization happened. During the second half of the simulations, individualization was slowed down by Eg5 and HURP activity (which tend to congress chromosomes to the center; [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, second graph, and Supplemental Movie S7), consistent with experimental tracking of kinetochore motion ([@B43]). However, overexpression of HSET led to increased individualization specifically during the second half of the simulations, showing that in those conformations, Eg5 and HURP promoted the process of chromosome individualization ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, third and fourth graphs, and Supplemental Movie S7). This confirmed that perturbing the balance of activities in the spindle had a drastic effect on chromosome individualization. To identify conditions that had the greatest impact, we compared the maximal individualization values reached in all our previous simulations ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This reflected the maximal separation between chromosomes in the simulation. We ranked the simulation conditions by their median values of this maximal individualization and classified them into three groups: perturbations that modestly perturbed individualization compared with the control case (*p* value of two-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnov test comparison to control values \> 0.01; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue), perturbations that promoted chromosome individualization (*p* value \< 0.01; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, purple) and perturbations that decreased chromosome individualization (*p* value \< 0.01; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, light blue).

![Impact of various perturbations on chromosome individualization. (A) (Top) Snapshots of a simulation with the Ctrl configuration, focusing on early time points. aMTOCs are red, microtubules are green and shown with thin lines for a better visualization of motion of DNA beads (blue). (Bottom) Measure of the DNA beads' individualization score, Ind: the average distance between the DNA beads (cartoon). Evolution of the individualization score over time for different quantities of simulated HSET: inhibition (HSET-, first column), default (Ctrl, second column), slight overexpression (HSET+, third column), and high overexpression (HSET++, last column). Each line represents an individual simulation. (B) Maximal value of the individualization score reached during a simulation according to the perturbation applied to the system (sorted by maximal score). Perturbations were classified into three groups based on their maximal individualization scores compared with control's: similar (middle, dark blue), lower (left, light blue), and higher (right, purple) individualization.](mbc-30-863-g004){#F4}

###### Video S7

Chromosomes individualization, extended model. DNA beads (blue) movement during the simulations for 3 different levels of HSET : (Left) HSET inhibited (HSET-), (Middle) default value (Ctrl) and (Right) HSET over-expressed (HSET+).

Video S7

In the group comparable to controls ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue), all five experimental conditions consistently underwent spindle assembly through a transient microtubule-ball stage. Hence, potential chromosome segregation errors under such conditions would be caused by later defects (e.g., in chromosome congress). We then examined the conditions in the two other groups to determine whether we could establish correlations between abnormal chromosome individualization (measured from the simulations, [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and errors in chromosome segregation (observed experimentally, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The eight perturbations that resulted in reduced chromosome individualization ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, light blue) have not yet been experimentally tested, except for HSET inhibition (HSET-). If the spindle still manages to bipolarize in those conditions, the follow-up of chromosome behavior could tell us whether skipping the chromosome individualization step affects later chromosome repartition.

In the group with greatest chromosome individualization ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, purple), three conditions out of six formed asters (HSET++, Monastrol \[Eg5-\], both Eg5 and HURP inhibited \[Eg5- and HURP-\]). Under one of these three conditions, the spindle eventually bipolarized, associated with an increase in chromosome segregation errors (Monastrol Eg5- condition; [@B52]). Two conditions out of six (HSET slight overexpression and aMTOC overexpression) led to faster bipolarization and an increase in chromosome segregation errors ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The last condition, HURP inhibition (HURP-), led to a delayed bipolarization, with errors in chromosome segregation as well ([@B5]). Thus, increased chromosome individualization seems to be associated with failure or affected timing of spindle bipolarization and chromosome segregation errors.

DISCUSSION
==========

Female first meiotic spindle assembly is a slow and complex process, involving many different proteins recruited at various rates, and our current knowledge and understanding of the mechanism remains limited. In mouse oocytes, in particular, it is difficult to timely and reversibly inhibit proteins, and as a result we know little about proteins that are rate-limiting or when they become essential. Even if the essential players of spindle assembly have been identified, their relative quantities and timing can drastically affect overall spindle formation, as shown by our simulations. Our model reproduced the effect of varying HSET concentrations on spindle morphology and notably explained the significant spindle elongation observed under conditions of slight HSET overexpression ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; Supplemental Movie S4). We explored here how the balance between the quantity of minus end--directed motors, plus end--directed motors, and microtubule dynamics impacted spindle morphology ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; Supplemental Movie S5). We observed that different structures can be formed: a microtubule aster (if minus end--motor dominated), an inverted aster (if plus end--motor dominated), a microtubule ball (motors balanced or microtubule nucleation--dominated), or an elongated spindle (slightly more effective minus-end motors than plus-end motors). Strikingly, spindlelike structures (microtubule ball or elongated spindle) can only form for an intermediate range of HSET and Eg5 concentrations (dashed lines, [Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We also highlighted how changing the timing of "availability" of proteins could affect this outcome ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Early Eg5 simulation, and Supplemental Materials).

Despite its limitations, our model, based on current knowledge of the proteins involved, reproduced qualitatively nearly all the tested experimental observations on early meiotic spindle assembly in mouse oocytes. We evaluated the simulations based on qualitative experimental spindle descriptions in a wide range of experimental perturbations and found only one disagreement in variation of spindle size (out of 42 measured features, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). As discussed in *Results*, this difference in behavior is most likely due to our lack of knowledge on the secondary effects of the experimental perturbations. Importantly, these results suggest that a more thorough investigation of the conditions where the model failed would allow us to identify new properties of the corresponding proteins or some of their interactions and partners. Our model focused on early stages of spindle assembly and does not allow long-term simulations. Refining the model to address the evolution of the microtubule ball to a bipolar spindle would be an important following work.

We also tested numerically the response of the system to perturbations for which we do not know yet the experimental outcome ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}; Supplemental Movie S6), and thus where the simulation results are predictions. We arbitrarily chose perturbations that seemed interesting to us, but other perturbations (or combination of perturbations) could just as well be simulated. Some of these conditions can be tested experimentally, which would further validate, improve, or refute our working model.

We were interested in testing whether initial chromosome individualization impacted the ensuing chromosome segregation. Using chromosome separation in the simulations, we could sort the perturbations according to their effect on chromosome individualization ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We summarized our findings by representing the perturbations and their impact on chromosome individualization and spindle morphologies ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Some perturbations do not greatly affect early spindle assembly: the microtubule ball forms with quasi-normal chromosome individualization ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, middle). In perturbations that favor minus end--directed forces, aMTOCs converge to the center and chromosomes are pushed away, increasing chromosome individualization ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right direction). When the minus end--directed forces are strong enough, the system loses its ball shape and elongates or collapses into an aster in the most extreme cases ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right). According to our simulations, perturbations that favor plus end--directed forces impair chromosome individualization: instead chromosomes are clustered toward the center and aMTOCs stay at the periphery ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left direction). When plus end--directed forces are strongly favored, the system forms an inverted aster with chromosomes loosely clustered in the center ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left).

![Summary. Spindle morphologies associated with perturbations of chromosome individualization. Schematic representation of the conclusions. Perturbations that favor plus end--directed forces decrease chromosome individualization (left arrow). Perturbations that favors minus end--directed forces increase chromosome individualization (right arrow). In the bottom row, the morphologies of the system were represented, based on the results from [Table 1:](#T1){ref-type="table"} microtubules are in green, chromosomes in blue, and aMTOCs in red. The regime in which spindlelike structures can form and do not collapse is limited by dashed lines.](mbc-30-863-g005){#F5}

The majority of perturbations that have been explored experimentally so far indicate that increased chromosome individualization is usually associated with chromosome segregation errors ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right). However, the available literature on this process is too scarce to be conclusive, and we also need more experimental results on perturbations that decrease chromosome individualization ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left). Therefore, experimental conditions in which chromosomes congress at the center early on would be informative; our simulations pinpointed experimentally testable conditions that should allow this, in particular early Eg5 expression.

Interestingly, by looking at an important variety of experimental perturbations of early spindle assembly, we noted the robustness of this system. Indeed, challenged by various perturbations, a spindle would still form and bipolarize (8/12 perturbations and partial bipolarization in two of the four other perturbations, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, it is also quite sensitive, as these perturbations will often lead to delayed or accelerated spindle assembly, notable variations in spindle morphology, and an increase in chromosome misalignment. The robustness of this system might allow it to resist environmental conditions and still be able to divide, but at the expense of fidelity of chromosome segregation. This relative sensitivity is especially important in aging oocytes, which are prone to higher levels of segregation errors ([@B64]), where global protein expression and microtubule dynamics are altered ([@B11]; [@B65]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Numerical simulations
---------------------

Cytosim ([www.cytosim.org](http://www.cytosim.org)) is an open-source program designed to simulate cytoskeletal systems. It calculates the motion of semiflexible filaments according to Langevin dynamics ([@B66]) and can simulate a large number of filaments and associated proteins. It has already been used to study the auto-organization of cytoskeletal systems composed either of actin filaments ([@B47]; [@B22]) or of microtubules ([@B75]; [@B28]; [@B50]; [@B48]). Using Cytosim, we developed a model of early meiotic spindle assembly, based on current knowledge. Here, we describe briefly the main components of the model. A more thorough description of these elements and a justification of the model's assumptions is given in the Supplemental Materials, along with the list of parameter values. We also provide a typical configuration file so that simulations can be directly reproduced.

Microtubule dynamics and nucleation
-----------------------------------

Microtubule dynamics is modeled following Terrell Hill's two-state dynamic instability model ([@B59]): microtubules can grow, undergo catastrophes, and then shrink until they disappear. Because precise dynamics is not known for mouse oocytes spindles, we based our parameters on studies in other meiotic systems, assuming that MTs have a short lifetime on the order of only a few minutes, are only a few microns long, and do not rescue ([@B67]).

Steric interactions between microtubules were included to avoid unrealistic overlaps (hard-core repulsion). The model also accounted for numerous cross-linkers present inside the spindle ([@B50]) and steric attractions between neighboring polymers that tend to align them ([@B31]; [@B47]). In a dense environment, such interactions have indeed been shown to have a strong impact on the cytoskeleton system organization ([@B47]).

Chromosomes were represented individually as motile beads, that is, as spherical entities, with passive binders placed on their surface ([@B46]). These binders can attach to nearby microtubule plus ends, but with a high unbinding rate, as the microtubule--kinetochore interactions were shown to be very unstable during the first hour of meiosis ([@B43]; [@B27]; [@B82]).

Microtubule nucleation can be triggered by aMTOCs and Ran-mediated activation of nucleators as gamma-tubulin ([@B41]; [@B38]; [@B71]; [@B8]; [@B45]). The Ran-mediated nucleation pathway was implemented with diffusible nucleator entities that were activated only close to the chromosome beads (Supplemental Materials). aMTOCs were modeled as small asters able to nucleate a few microtubules each, in all directions equally, whereby the minus ends of these MTs would remain as anchors to the aMTOCs ([@B48]; Supplemental Materials). The nucleation rate in the simulation was taken to be quite low, as their activity was shown to increase only later during meiosis ([@B73]; [@B8]).

Molecular motors and cross-linkers
----------------------------------

Numerous proteins are involved in spindle assembly ([@B2]; [@B55]; Mogessie, Scheffler*,* and Schuh, 2018), and our knowledge of the system is still too limited to aim for realistic simulations. We integrated only the key identified components.

Kinesin 5, Eg5, present in both mitotic and meiotic spindles, is widely known to play a major role in spindle length regulation and chromosome segregation toward the midzone ([@B40]; [@B41]; [@B60]; [@B77]; [@B19]). It is a tetrameric plus end--­directed motor, able to slide antiparallel microtubules ([@B39]; [@B77]). We modeled Eg5 as diffusing entities (labeled Eg5) composed of two equivalent motors capable of binding nearby microtubules all along their length, linked by a Hookean spring (Supplemental Materials). Minus end--directed motors have been shown to play an important role in balancing Eg5 action in spindle assembly ([@B63]; [@B75]; [@B60]; [@B72]; [@B9]; [@B33]; [@B15]; [@B17]). In particular, kinesin 14, HSET ([@B56]; [@B63]; [@B86]; [@B84]; [@B87]; [@B68]), an Ncd homologue, strongly impacts meiotic spindle assembly ([@B3]). We thus implemented minus end--directed motors (labeled HSET) as diffusing entities composed of one passive binder, capable of attaching to nearby MTs, linked by a Hookean spring to a minus end--directed motor (Supplemental Materials).

Although these two motors were sufficient to capture the basic features of spindle assembly, other proteins help to shape the spindle by clustering microtubules and affecting their dynamics. Their effect cannot be neglected when the aim is to explore chromosome motion. Indeed, the NuMA/dynein complex was shown to have a strong impact on spindle morphogenesis timings ([@B44]) and on pole focusing of mitotic spindle ([@B78]) and meiotic acentriolar spindles ([@B14]; [@B42]; [@B69]). Moreover, it is thought to have a role in recruiting kinesin 13 family proteins (MCAK, Kif2a/KLP10A) to the microtubule minus ends ([@B24]), which have a depolymerizing activity ([@B37]). To model these effects, we added entities (labeled as NuMA) composed of a domain that could bind and track microtubule minus ends, linked by a Hookean spring to another domain capable of triggering the depolymerization of microtubules it attached to. Finally, microtubules around the spindle central midzone are cross-linked and stabilized in anti-parallel bundles near the chromosomes (due to HURP, PRC1, and other proteins). Thus, we added numerical entities, labeled HURP, composed of two heads that could bind microtubules when close to a DNA bead (Ran-GTPases), move toward its plus end (to simulate kinesin 5--mediated transport toward the MT plus end), but freeze as soon as both heads were bound to anti-parallel MT. When one of the heads was close to the MT plus end, it would also increase MT stability by decreasing its rate of catastrophe.

It is also important to note that we decided not to include branching nucleation, induced notably by the nucleator Augmin, which promotes spindle assembly by triggering nucleation parallel to template microtubules ([@B29]; [@B70]). Indeed, based on observations from other female meiotic spindles, it seemed that Augmins are recruited only at later stages of spindle assembly, to stabilize and favor bipolarization ([@B57]; [@B13]; [@B80]).

Simulation space
----------------

For simplicity, simulations were performed in a two-dimensional setup, and we did not include an implicit description of the oocyte volume in the simulations. Microtubules were not spatially confined, but the other components (nucleators, motors, etc.) were confined into a circle of radius 20 µm. Indeed, initially the spindle was positioned in the cell center without interaction with the cell cortex, so we assumed that any interaction of MTs with the cell cortex could be neglected. Moreover, the confinement of the proteins inside the simulated space makes it possible to control the local availability of proteins around the spindle without having to consider their diffusion in the entire volume of the oocyte. Thus, the effect of increasing oocyte volume on spindle size could be simulated simply by decreasing the number of proteins in the simulation, mimicking the reduction of proteins that are locally active.

Configuration
-------------

All simulations were started by placing the DNA beads randomly in a central disk of radius 4 µm, surrounded by a circle of aMTOCS placed 6--9 µm from the center ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; *t* = 0 s). All the entities mimicking kinesin motors or other proteins were added at the start of the simulation, but activation of Eg5 and HURP entities was delayed to account for the rate of their production and recruitment to the spindle. To reduce computational cost, the size of the system was greatly reduced, and the time simulated was also shortened. We simulated only 10 DNA beads and 15 aMTOCs able to generate 800 MTs, with thousands of associated entities, during 900 s. This permits qualitative conclusions on spindle assembly, while not being quantitatively accurate. Those values were varied in the Supplemental Materials to test the sensitivity of the simulations to those parameters.

Perturbation simulations
------------------------

To assay the effect of inhibition or overexpression of some proteins, we modified the quantities of simulated corresponding entities ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To test the inhibition of a protein, we removed the corresponding entity entirely (total inhibition), and for overexpression, we doubled its quantity compared with that in the default configuration. Monastrol was simulated as total removal of Eg5 and a twofold reduction of HURP quantity, as HURP is recruited by kinesins to the central spindle ([@B5]). The HSET mutant N593K was modeled by blocking the activity of the motor head (velocity set to 0), similarly to the experimental situation ([@B3]). Aurora inhibition was simulated by decreasing the number of nucleators (both aMTOCs and gamma-tubulin; [@B10]).

We also did not include perturbations of the Ran gradient (inhibition or overexpression; [@B7]; [@B20]; [@B12]; [@B10]), as it affects many proteins in a direct or indirect manner. We did verify, however, that when MTs were only nucleated from aMTOCs, they were clustered in an aster at the center ([@B73]), arguing for the dominance of minus end--directed motors at this stage.

Analysis
--------

To characterize spindle morphologies, we fitted an ellipse around the microtubules, first by determining its center as the isobarycenter of microtubule ends, and then by selecting the main axis as the direction with the maximal microtubule density projection. An ellipse length was then determined such that 80% of microtubule end projections on the main axis were inside the ellipse. The width was determined similarly so that 80% of microtubule end projections on the perpendicular axis were inside the ellipse. This construction of the ellipse made it possible to estimate the shape of the spindle, while not being too sensitive to the position of individual MTs. To quantify the position of one aMTOC or DNA bead relative to the spindle, that is, how far it was from the center, we defined a new ellipse, with the same aspect ratio and center point as the spindle ellipse, that contained the object of interest (aMTOC or DNA bead). We then calculated the relative position, *d*, as the ratio of the semimajor axis of this ellipse to the semimajor axis of the spindle ellipse ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For each spindle, the measured position *d* of aMTOCs or DNA beads was then the average ratio of all aMTOCs or DNA beads. With this definition, a measure that was close to 0 indicated that all objects were close to the center, while higher measures indicated that they were toward the periphery or outside of the spindle.

To differentiate between MT ball--shaped spindles, elongated spindles, and asters, we also measured the aspect ratio of the fitted ellipses as being the ratio between its width and its length. An aspect ratio of 1 indicates a circular spindle (MT ball), while smaller values describe more elongated spindles. In the simplified model, we fixed the threshold between an elongated spindle and a microtubule ball at 0.75, as elongation was quite low. In the more extended model, we could use a more adequate ratio of 0.5, reflecting that the length of the spindle was at least twice its width. Microtubule asters could have a wide range of aspect ratios (circular or elongated asters), so we termed as asters spindles in which all aMTOCs (and so the majority of MTs minus ends) were clustered in the center (aMTOCs position measures less than 0.5). Similarly, we termed as inverted asters the opposite kind of asters in which the DNA beads (and so the majority of MTs plus ends) were clustered in the center (DNA position measures less than 0.5).

To quantify the individualization of the chromosomes in the simulations, we took the average of the distances between all the beads at each time point ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This allowed us to quantify and compare whether DNA beads were together or instead spread apart at different regions of the spindle, regardless of the size of the spindle.

Code availability
-----------------

Cytosim source code (C++) is available at <https://github.com/nedelec/cytosim>. We provide a typical configuration file in the Supplemental Materials to make it possible to reproduce the simulations.

Oocyte collection and culture
-----------------------------

Oocytes were collected and cultured as described in [@B3].

Immunofluorescence
------------------

After in vitro culture of oocytes, their zona pellucida was removed by incubation in Pronase for Prophase I oocytes or by incubation in acid Tyrode's medium (pH 2.3) after NEBD. Oocytes were fixed for 10 min at --20°C in 100% methanol on coverslips treated with gelatin and polylysine (as described in [@B54]). Oocytes were left in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) overnight at 4°C. After 30 min of blocking in 0.5% Triton X-100, 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA), antibody staining was performed in PBS, 0.5% Triton X-100, 3% BSA. As primary antibody, we used rabbit anti-Eg5 (Novus Biologicals; 1:500). As secondary antibody, we used Alexa-594--­labeled anti-rabbit (Invitrogen; 1:500). DNA was stained with Prolong-DAPI (6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (10 µg/ml final DAPI).

Imaging
-------

Spinning disk images were acquired using a 60×/1.4NA objective on a Zeiss Axioobserver Z1 microscope equipped with a cMOS camera coupled to a Yokogawa CSU-W1 spinning disk. Metamorph Software (Universal Imaging) was used to collect data.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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aMTOC

:   acentriolar microtubule-organizing center

AR

:   aspect ratio

MAPs

:   microtubule-associated proteins

MT

:   microtubule

NEBD

:   nuclear envelope breakdown
